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North American Culture Kit

This large kit contains stories and legends from a variety of Native traditions.
Seven book sets of 5 books each and seven single titles cover different
traditions from the American Southwest into Canada and Alaska. A Native
American biography collection, VHS tapes: Dance in America, Indians of
North America, American Indian's Sacred Ground, audio cassette kit:
Keepers of the Earth, two dolls, a suncatcher, a pictograph depicting a hunt,
three beaded necklaces, three pieces of pottery, audio cassettes of songs, and
other supporting items make this an excellent culture kit for your classroom.

Alaska Native Culture: Masks

Focus: Alaska Cultural Studies / lifestyles / ethnic traditions /
cultural activities
This kit includes a binder and DVD of student artwork created
by West Valley High School students from Ron Manook’s
Alaska Native Arts class. Kit also includes a set of mask trading
cards and corresponding student activities. Book: The Living
Tradition of Yup'ik Masks, plus a teacher’s resource guide that
cross-references the FNSBSD art kits for Alaska Cultural
Studies classroom art activities.

Alaska Studies: Tools and Innovations

Objective: Alaska Studies / cultural practices
Kit contains example of traditional tools, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

model cache
ulu (woman's knife)
ladle, red cedar by Abel Ryan; ladle, large wooden
bentwood food bowl
mountain sheep horn spoon
artifact information booklet with descriptions of how
different tools and innovations were developed and utilized

Alaska Native Traditional Clothing

There are several Alaska Native Traditional Clothing kits in the
LMS collection. This particular kit features a full size tradtional
Tlingit Button Blanket and matching workbook. Kit contains
blackline masters of various totem designs, which students can
color as they learn about Tlingit and Haida cultures of
Southwest Alaska and Northwest Canada.

Birch Bark Basket Collection

There are several small birch bark basket kits in LMS to choose
from. All kits feature examples (one or two baskets) of beautiful
construction and fine detail using spruce and willow roots, and
birch bark materials. Included in these kits are interviews with
Native Elder basket-makers and photos showing the process of
harvesting materials and producing baskets.

Grass Basket Collection:
Alaska Native Baskets

LMS has several small grass basket kits to choose from.
Students can see examples of the grass in its natural form, as
well as woven grass trivets and baskets. Depending on the
specific region of western Alaska, these baskets are either
Yup’ik or Cup’ik (pronounced CHOOP-ik).

Athabascan Beadwork

LMS has examples of hand-crafted beadwork by local
Athabascan artists. These items can be found in some of the
Alaska Native Traditional Clothing and Alaska Native Cultures
kits. Call a Library Media associate for more info or stop by the
library to browse the kits!

Alaska Native Games

Explore Alaska Native games and learn about the knuckle hop
aka seal hop, ear pull, one-foot and two-foot high kicks and
other competitions that test edurance and strength. Included are
Eskimo yo-yos, World Eskimo Indian Olympics photos, Games
of the North DVD and more!

Alaska Map

Beautiful, large, full-color wall map showing the indigenous
language regions of Alaska and related languages of neighboring
Canada and Russia.

